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threshold

WELCOME November 18, 2021 marked the third anniversary of Threshold Arts! From the 
beginning, our goal has been to connect local artists with our community and its visitors, and to strengthen 
the economic vitality of the arts in Southeast Minnesota. In three years we have hosted hundreds of 
events including artist classes and workshops, concerts, theatre, and dance performances, weddings, 
banquets, and conferences, and other community celebrations - and we have adapted our practices 
to do so safely as we navigate the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. In response to restrictions around 
gathering, we worked with local partners to create public art opportunities for artists, many of whose 
revenue streams had vanished. In late 2020, we opened a retail storefront and gallery to provide a safe 
space for local artists to sell and show their work, giving them the opportunity to focus on their craft 
while we facilitated sales and promotion. We have offered grant funding for artists to share their talents 
with the community. We have done it all because we believe in building community through the arts.
Art is an essential part of our lives, and we continue to seek new opportunities to expand arts offerings 
as our community grows. Art is business, and we have committed to seeing that artists are compensated 
fairly for their work. While we are a small organization, we have put more than $200,000 into the hands 
of local artists through our programs and with community support. 
As you plan your holiday shopping lists, I encourage you to give the gift of art. These dollars are an investment in our 
community, and directly impact the lives of artists and their small businesses. I hope you enjoy the holiday gift guide our 
team has created. I invite you to visit our downtown storefront to shop an even wider selection of quality handmade items 
from our artist friends in the community, or consider becoming a member to support our ongoing programs. 
Thank you for your support!

Naura Anderson, Founding Director of Threshold Arts

Storefront & Gallery
311 Broadway Ave S
Rochester, MN 55904

thresholdartists.org 
507-218-7214 

Events at the Castle
121 Broadway Ave N

Rochester, MN 55904

IN-STORE ARTIST DEMOS & TRUNK SHOWSIN-STORE ARTIST DEMOS & TRUNK SHOWS
ALL EVENTS RUN 10:00 AM - 1:30 PM UNLESS NOTEDALL EVENTS RUN 10:00 AM - 1:30 PM UNLESS NOTED

Saturday,Saturday, November 20  November 20 - Amarama Art
Sunday, November 21Sunday, November 21 - Trevor Sim
Saturday, November 27Saturday, November 27 - Amy Johnson Enamels
Sunday, November 28Sunday, November 28 - SWEET Corn Brooms (Chris Nibbe)
Saturday, December 4Saturday, December 4 - Melissa Eggler
Sunday, December 5Sunday, December 5- Heather Wright
Saturday, December 11 Saturday, December 11 - Debra DSouza
Sunday, December 12Sunday, December 12 - Beth Sievers - with music from the D’Sievers
Saturday, December 18Saturday, December 18 - Lori Russell
Sunday, December 19Sunday, December 19 - Julie Yost

STAFFSTAFF
Naura AndersonNaura Anderson
Founding Director
naura@thresholdartists.org

Tatyana Kurepina Tatyana Kurepina 
Program Manager
tatyana@thresholdartists.org

Ally Nathan Ally Nathan 
Operations Coordinator
ally@thresholdartists.org

JJohn Schoolmeestersohn Schoolmeesters
Retail Associate 

Ant Van BruntAnt Van Brunt
Retail Associate

Follow Follow 
Threshold Threshold 

ArtsArts on social  on social 

media for media for 
updates!updates!




STOREFRONT HOURSSTOREFRONT HOURS
10 AM10 AM - 6 PM, TUESDAY - FRIDAY   |   10 AM - 4 PM, SATURDAY & SUNDAY - 6 PM, TUESDAY - FRIDAY   |   10 AM - 4 PM, SATURDAY & SUNDAY

CLOSED MONDAYSCLOSED MONDAYS, THANKSGIVING DAY, CHRISTMAS DAY, NEW YEAR’S EVE, AND , THANKSGIVING DAY, CHRISTMAS DAY, NEW YEAR’S EVE, AND 
NEW YEAR’S DAY    |   OPEN 10 AM - 2 PM ON CHRISTMAS EVE     NEW YEAR’S DAY    |   OPEN 10 AM - 2 PM ON CHRISTMAS EVE     

SHOP 24/7 AT THRESHOLDARTISTS.ORG   |   CURBSIDE PICKUP AVAILABLESHOP 24/7 AT THRESHOLDARTISTS.ORG   |   CURBSIDE PICKUP AVAILABLE

scan to 
BECOME A 

MEMBER
& support our work



A World of Scents

Tying together a background in cartography with an 
appreciation of “good smells”; A World of Scents Candle 
Co. was born. Using a natural soy wax medium, I strive to 
bring to life fragrances inspired and informed by the colorful 
histories, cultures, traditions, and physical geography of 
locations around the globe.

HOLIDAY CANDLE TRIO
Green: One Horse Open Sleigh | Resinous, Woodsy, Moonlit
Bergamot balances pine and balsam while moss, juniper 
and patchouli create a unique base that will have your 
sleigh bells jingling, ring tingle tingling too.
White: Merry & Bright | Crisp, Cool, Upscale
Uplifting and modern, this blend of Peppermint and 
Eucalyptus is backed by Cedarwood for added depth. 
Red: Naughty or Nice | Warm, Ginger, Spice
This blend highlights notes of fresh ginger and clove which 
mingle with cinnamon and nutmeg to bring a new zippy 
twist to a holiday classic.

@aworldofscentscandle

$40
Includes three 8 oz. jars 

in holiday packaging.

$30
Includes four illustrated 

holiday recipe cards.

Alexandra Yaszemski

Alexandra is currently a graduate student at Mayo Clinic 
finishing her PhD in Neuroscience. Art has been her outlet 
throughout her years of science-focused education and 
hopes to blend her skills in the area of scientific illustration 
in the future. Her art explores the simplicity of line drawings, 
mostly pairing one-line art with floral illustrations, pulling 
inspiration from personal life experiences, her friends and 
family, or time she spends appreciating the beauty nature 
has to offer. Having recently returned to her hometown 
here in Rochester, she looks forward to connecting with 
others in the community through her art.

ILLUSTRATED HOLIDAY RECIPE CARDS
Every holiday season Alex is ready for cozy nights by the 
fire, decorating the house and Christmas tree, and putting 
together her annual holiday cookie box for her friends and 
family. These illustrated recipe cards are a few highlights 
she loves to make every year and hopes they make great 
additions to your holiday hosting traditions! 

@ayaszemski



Amarama Art

AmaramA ART is a lifelong learner of the arts with 20+ 
years of experience in a variety of art mediums. A non-
binary person who has a focus of fiber arts the past 16+ 
years, they enjoy using local wool and fibers. All hand 
dyed, needle felted and hand spun with love.

SELF-TAUGHT NEEDLE FELTING 101 KIT
Includes three 38 gauge felting needles; one foam core 
board to needle felt on top of for 2D and 3D needle felting 
projects; two cotton batting to create 2D needle felting 
artworks; a rainbow pallet of colors of hand dyed local 
wool roving fibers to create needle felted art with.  
Kit does not include instructions, but there is a plethora 
of how-to videos on YouTube. If you wish to learn from 
the artist Amarama via 1:1 Zoom or Google Meet classes, 
lessons are offered for an additional $20 for 1.5 hours. 

@amaramaart

$25 - 45
Choose from kit only or  
kit with 1:1 instruction.

$25
Approximately  

4.5” H x 4” D.

Amigurumi Horde

Lydia Hansen is a self-taught crochester from SE MN, 
currently based in Rochester. She started crocheting when 
she was 10 years old and has been hooked ever since. 
She found her groove 5 years ago creating amigurumi - 
small, stuffed creatures - as well as crocheting cactus, 
coral and other small items from yarn.

CROCHET HOT COCO MUG
Crochet mugs of hot cocoa to cozy up your space. 
Individually handmade and stuffed with hypoallergenic 
fiberfill, these mugs stand 4.5 inches high and are 4 inches 
in diameter. Marshmallows individually stitched to the top 
and a hand stitched face finish them off. Available in a 
range of solid colors. (Due to differences in yarn types and 
their handmade nature, mugs may vary up to half an inch 
larger or smaller than the above dimensions.)
Gifting tips: buy for a coworker or friend to liven up their 
workspace or kitchen. Or, add a ribbon and decorate a 
tree or holiday garland with a colorful yarn addition.

@noodlelydia



Amy Johnson

Amy Johnson, an enamel artist from Rochester, Minnesota, 
blends together metal, fire and glass to give life and color 
to her jewelry.    She also melds metal to fashion beautiful 
sterling silver spinner rings, copper bracelets, necklaces, 
and earrings; each piece has a personality of its own.  
Some of her work is intricate and alluring, while other 
pieces resemble a whirlwind of color and light.

ENAMELED TEXTURED PENDANT
Pops of color harmonize with intricate textures to create 
this unique pendant.
These enameled pendants start out as a sheet of copper. 
The copper is textured with the use of a rolling mill and 
then hand-cut into copper discs.  These discs are then 
heated to 1500 degrees and immersed half-way into 
Vitreous Enamel (pigmented powdered glass).  This 
immersion step is repeated numerous times until a smooth 
glass coating covers half the pendant.  Finally the copper 
surface is sanded and polished and then sealed with a 
patina, ensuring its beauty and longevity.

@amyjohnsonenamels

$35
7/8” diameter, hangs from a  

17.5” solid copper/brass chain.

Beth Sievers

Beth Sievers is a self-guided encaustic artist whose nature-
inspired creations adorn locally salvaged wood. Her art is 
part of an ancient tradition that developed on the banks of 
the Mediterranean in Egyptian, Greek, and Roman culture. 
Working with a warmed mixture of beeswax, tree resin, 
and pigment, she manipulates her medium with a torch 
and sometimes will even set the entire painting ablaze.

ENCAUSTIC PAINTING 
8x10 inch encaustic painting on wood panel. Created with 
beeswax, tree resin, pigment, and ink. Sides of panel are 
natural wood.

@bethsievers

$35
8 x 10” colors 

may vary.



Bravery in Bloom

Kristy Johnson is a periodontist by day, artist & poet by 
night. She has painted, sketched, and written poetry and 
stories her entire life...a creative outlet that had always 
been there for her as she learned to come to peace with 
her identities as both Scientist and Artist. Her watercolor 
work is heavily inspired by her time living abroad in Arctic 
Norway. She has made her home in Rochester, MN with 
her black cat, & is enjoying exploring the outdoors & 
artistic communities of Minnesota.

NORTHERN LIGHTS ORNAMENTS
These delicate wooden ornaments are hand painted with 
gouache & watercolor, each slightly unique & showcasing 
a northern lights scene over snowy mountains.  They’d be 
perfect to use as a one-of-a-kind ornament to decorate the 
tree, and can also double as a special gift tag.  

@braveryinbloom

$16
Hand painted,  

2 x 3”.

$30
8 x 10”,  

colors vary.

Brea Gilchrist

Brea Gilchrist is a North Dakota born artist that recently 
moved Rochester, MN. She began experimenting in the 
arts at the young age of 5 in her home of Bismarck, ND, 
already involved in classes outside of usual elementary 
school arts. Brea has been creating professionally since 
2010, after graduating from the University of North Dakota 
in Grand Forks with a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts degree, with 
an emphasis in Visual Arts, as well as an Art History minor.

ORIGINAL INDIA INK FIGURES
Original India Ink figures in a variety of colors and forms, 
but all human.

@brea_originals



ChloroCreations

Samantha Reiter is a self-taught artist and houseplant 
enthusiast who combined her passions for art and nature 
to form ChloroCreations. Using only colored pencils, 
Samantha applies the same attention to detail in her 
drawings as she does in her day job as a cell biologist.

BOTANICAL ART POSTCARD SET
Five postcards of original art by Chlorocreations 
prepackaged in a wax sealed vellum envelope. Postcards 
are 5.5 x 4.5 inches on deluxe paper with a matte finish. 
Each package includes the following originals: Bird of 
Paradise, Monstera Adansonii, Rex Begonia #1, Blue 
Echeveria Succulent, and Ficus Tineke.

@chlorocreations

$18
5.5 x 4.5”, set of  

five unique cards.

$22 
3” diameter.

Fox Knoll Co.

Tarah Regan Anderson is a local fiber artist with a 
background in molecular biology. From her past as a 
scientist, she brings meticulous attention to detail to each 
piece. Tarah has always loved fiber arts and sincerely 
enjoys taking a blank embroidery hoop and creating 
something unique and beautiful.

EMBROIDERED ORNAMENT 
Holiday ornaments featuring hand embroidered designs, 
metallic accents and beading, and a gold ribbon to hang 
from your tree. Ornaments are 3 inches in diameter and 
finished with a gray fabric backing. 

@foxknollco



George Pottery

“Ceramics is the art form that has most allowed me 
to explore my thoughts in a more tactile way and to 
express my creativity in a challenging and rewarding 
way. I describe my work as everyday items with character 
through alterations, texture and color.” - Katherine Smither

CARVED COCKTAIL CUPS
Elevate your drinking experience, whether it’s wine or 
juice, with a handmade George Pottery cocktail cup. This 
series is made with a white clay body and a sgraffito floral 
and leaf design on each one.
These cups hold approximately 10 ounces and you can 
choose between the floral or leaf design. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe, although hand washing is recommended. 
Never take your cup from one temperature extreme to 
another.

@georgepottery

$36
Approx. 3.5 x 3”,  

floral or leaf pattern

$25
10 x 13”, choose  

from two compositions.

Heather Wright

Heather Wright is a native of Minnesota’s Iron Range now 
living in Rochester. She worked in drawing and clay at 
UMD, having one clay piece in the Tweed Museum of 
Art collection before graduation. After getting her BFA in 
Duluth, she spent 20 years in fiber arts, demonstrating, 
curating, and exhibiting in MN and WI. Recently returning 
to drawing, Heather has exhibited in MN, WI, and OH with 
murals, ink, and pastel works. Her series Ink Meditations 
is a multi decade endeavor with fresh work at Threshold 
Arts, Forager, and Herring Art & Frame in Rochester.

LIMITED EDITION COLLAGE PRINTS
Choose from two limited edition collage prints by Heather 
Wright: “Ne Plus Ultra 2021” or “Sourdough Griffin” 

@art4mstudio



Hettie Roberts

Hettie is a native of Rochester, MN. She holds a degree 
in psychology from the University of Montana, extensive 
education in ecology, and the equivalent of an art minor. 
Her artwork is deeply influenced by previous involvement 
in restoring native tallgrass prairies as well as significant 
time spent living in the mountains of western Montana and 
northern Minnesota’s boreal forest. She strives to create 
pieces that will serve as continuous reminders of nature’s 
beauty and serenity.

HAND PAINTED ORNAMENT
Hand-painted MN Ornaments by Hettie Roberts. Includes 
felt storage pouch and gift box, pouch colors will vary. 
Choose from two design options: Dark Earth & Light Sage. 

@hettieroberts

$22
3.5” tall, choose from  

dark earth or light sage.

$22
4” tall, select  

black, blue, or purple.

Hilltop Clay

Stephanie Kuglin, with Hilltop Clay, has a creative soul 
and a passion for beauty and artistry through clay. You 
can see many of her pieces throughout Rochester and 
surrounding areas. She began working with ceramics 
in her senior year of high school. With patience, time 
and practice she is able to turn a soft lump of clay into 
something beautiful. In 2016 she took a pottery class in 
Rochester and it has morphed into running her own home 
based business while still managing a busy family and 
homestead.

WINE CUP 
These handmade ceramic stemless wine or beverage 
cups are thrown by me on a pottery wheel. These are 
glazed in various glazes and no two cups are the same. 
Holding about 12 ounces, they make unique gifts for 
friends and family who enjoys wine or any cool beverage. 
Dishwasher safe.   

@hilltopclay



Jessalyn Finch

Jessalyn Finch is a local artist best known for her large 
figure charcoal drawings, but has expanded her body of 
work to include woodcut prints and sculptures. Interested 
in how we relate to the human form, each series has a 
different perspective and expressive quality. 

NUDE PRINT
Limited edition nude print. 

@wakestlife

$15
 

8 x10”

$28
27 x 27”,  

set of two.

Julie Yost

Julie Yost is a textile artists living and working in Rochester, 
MN. She specializes in one-of-a-kind artwork created with 
fibers and dyes. Jer artwork attempts to capture beauty, 
design, originality (and sometimes humor) and offer it up 
to provide pleasure to others in all aspects of their lives. 
Whether it is 2 dimensional wall art to view, one-of-a-kind 
clothing to wear, or unique bags for carrying bottles of 
wine, she makes items that are fun and artful.

ICE-DYED TOWEL SET
Put the Fun back in Functional with these beautiful, one-
of-a kind towels! Although pretty enough to display, these 
hard working, highly absorbent, ‘flour sack’ towels are 
designed to be used and enjoyed every day! Individually 
hand-tied and ice-dyed in Rochester, MN.  Color fast, lint 
free, 100% cotton.

@consistentlydifferentdesigns



Melissa Eggler 

Melissa Eggler, from Rochester, is a local artist who uses 
only recycled and reclaimed items in her sewn, crocheted 
or jewelry creations. She has a passion for honoring local 
artisans and does so by organizing various handcrafted 
bazaars and events where they are featured. Melissa 
uses her process finding materials and creating her art as 
her THERAPY..

SEAGLASS NECKLACE
Did you know, it takes decades for a piece of glassware 
to turn into a beautiful, smooth piece of sea glass? Each 
piece of seaglass is unique, and so it’s the perfect gift for 
anyone who loves one of a kind jewelry to be treasured for 
years to come! 

@pliead1

$25
Color of glass and 

chain may vary.

$20

8 x 10”.

Nathan Van Brunt

Nathan Van Brunt is a painter working mostly in acrylics 
on canvas. He picked up painting again in 2020 after a 20-
year hiatus (including earning an art minor in college), and 
he currently works from his home in Southwest Rochester, 
Minnesota. Drawn toward the mysterious interplay of 
color, shape, texture and line, his work aims simply to elicit 
emotion in the viewer.

LIMITED EDITION TERRESTRIAL PRINT 
Limited edition 8 x 10 inch print of Nathan Van Brunt’s 
painting, “Terrestrial.” Please handle print with care.   

@nathan_van_brunt_1



Neon Green Studio

Neon Green Studio is an art studio that invites you to 
explore your creative side. Neon Green offers a variety of 
creative kits for artists of all ages and abilities, hosts on-
site and virtual art parties, and manages a pop-up art cart 
for activities throughout the Rochester community.

HANDMADE HOLIDAY ART KIT
Contains materials for a felt floral wreath, mini canvas 
for acrylic painting, polymer clay sculpture, watercolor 
greeting cards, and a wood slice ornament. Includes an 
illustrated guide book for inspiration & instruction.
Assembled by hand at Neon Green Studio in Rochester, 
MN. Contains small parts. Adult supervision recommended 
for young children.

@neongreenstudio

$25 
Paint & clay 
colors vary.

$25
45-55 mm diameter,  

colors vary.

Nizhoni Marks

Nizhoni Marks is a member of the Dine Nation in northern 
Arizona. Nizhoni’s upbringing has influenced her bead 
work and Navajo weavings. Many of her experiences and 
interactions with Indigenous peoples across the world has 
also inspired her movement as a modern fiber and bead 
artist.

BEADED HOOP EARRINGS
Designs and colors vary using miyuki delica beads, heishi 
shells, Swarovski crystal beads and cross, crystal, resin or 
shell centers. Each pair is unique with use in either gold, 
copper or silver plated metal findings and approximately 
45-55 mm in diameter.

@prettyraebeads



Rick Swanson

Rick Swanson is a photographer and co-owner of Fox and 
Swan Arts. He works in both digital and film formats. 

RECLINING WOMAN PRINT
“Reclining Woman” Digital print based on an original 
watercolor painting of a woman in repose. Quiet, 
reflective, this piece inspires the viewer to develop their 
own backstory for the woman portrayed in the painting. 
Image size is 6”x4”, mounted in a 7”x5” mat.

@foxswanarts

$10
4” x 6” with 7” x 5” mat;  

choose multicolor or regular.

$8
4” x 5.5”, 

set of two.

Jan Swanson

Jan is co-owner of Fox & Swan Arts and a self-taught 
rosemaling artist, working in acrylics and oils. She paints 
on canvas, wood, fabric, and paper.

ROSEMAL GREETING CARD SET 
Original hand-painted designs in the timeless style of 
Norwegian rosemaling. These note cards are a delightful 
way to send a personalized holiday greeting to family or 
friends. Size 4” x 5.5”, blank inside, with envelope.

@foxswanarts



Soooapgood

I was born in Eastern Poland. Weather in Poland is almost 
the same as here so I have to say that Minnesota feels 
like home even though I moved here only a year ago. My 
biggest passion, apart from soap making, is traveling. I 
traveled to so many beautiful destinations and many of 
my soaps are inspired by places I’ve visited. Growing 
up I also observed my grandmothers making their own 
herbal remedies. This inspired me to start making my own 
products, as a result of which SOOOOAP GOOD has been 
founded. I strongly believe that different smells can lift up 
our mood, soothe our mind or even bring back memories.”

- Weronika Orozco

SUGAR SCRUB & BATH BOMB SET
Choose one of two delicious body scrubs, each come with 
a bath bomb surprise. 
Candy Cane Sugar Scrub & Gingerbread Sugar Scrub - 
delicious, holiday smelling sugar body scrubs. 

@sooooapgood

$25
Choose from candy cane 

sugar or gingerbread.

$25
12”,  

colors vary.

SWEET Corn Brooms

My greatest joy is found in creating something uniquely 
original and useful with unorthodox handles. Most of 
my SWEET! Corn Brooms combine tradition with new 
materials. I use nylon crochet twine with Appalachian 
hand tying methods for almost everything. All my brooms 
are 100% broom corn.

RAINBOW BLEND SMALL WING BROOM
Wing brooms mimic the grace of a bird’s wing, because 
these whisks used to be actual bird wings. The design 
uses an Appalachian method to create the flat, broom 
style. Use them anywhere you need to round up dust and 
crumbs! These rainbow wings are about 12″ long, and 
they are wonderful around the house and shop, great for 
turning little people into big helpers!

@sweetcornbrooms



That Sassy Stich

Erica Ross is a local Rochester mom and librarian. She 
spends most of her free time keeping her hands busy with 
embroidery and sewing. Making masks was a surprise 
hobby in 2020 and she was able to donate over 1,200 
masks. Now 20% of her proceeds are donated to the local 
Jeremiah Program.

MASK & EARRING SET
This stylish accessories combo includes a cute and 
comfortable mask made with Rifle Paper Co. designed 
fabric and matching lightweight, polymer clay earrings.
All That Sassy Stitch masks have three layers of 100% 
cotton fabric for extra protection, a metal nose piece to 
prevent foggy glasses, and soft adjustable elastic for a 
more comfortable fit. This mask design gets rid of that 
mouthful-of-fabric feel. The classy, statement earrings 
measure 2.5 inches long and have stainless steel posts. 

@thatsassystitch

$30
2.5” earrings;  

adjustable adult mask.

$25
Honey flight, 

2 x 4” honeycomb.

The Bee Shed

Chris and John co-own The Bee Shed. Chris loves to 
teach about beekeeping and the need for native prairie 
restoration, while John’s love of nature and a propensity to 
try new things made beekeeping a natural fit. Between the 
two of them, thousands have learned about beekeeping or 
heard the message about supporting pollinators through 
prairie restoration.

HONEY FLIGHT & HONEYCOMB SET 
This combo package is the perfect gift for your foodie 
friends. The flight of honey contains three 3oz glass jars 
from our collection of specialty honeys – Spring Bright, 
Summer Solstice, Autumn Bold, Wildflower Classic and 
Buckwheat Stout. It also includes a 2” x 4” piece of comb 
honey, straight from the hive. You’re in for a treat!

@shedthebee



The Knottychair

I begin everyday with coffee and color. Playing in the world 
of paper and beads. Paper quilling and origami has taken 
on an entire new modern look from what our ancestors 
have done. Beading is woven with the worlds smallest of 
little gems. That is a wonderful way to start my days and 
finish with something new created from the work of my 
hands.

TRIO OF ORIGAMI ORNAMENTS
Handmade sustainable modern origami jewel ornaments. 
Each made with six pieces of paper folded to create this 
fun little diamond, each one hanging from paper & cotton 
ribbon. We love them in mass quantities, so we are selling 
in sets of 3. Each set is either all cream or 2 cream with 
one soft pink, green or blue ornament.

@knottychair

$12

Approx. 2-3” each.

$20
8 x 10” in a  

black metal frame.

Trevor Sim

Trevor is a Rochester artist focused on illustrations made 
in pen, watercolor, acrylic painting and anything else he 
can get his hands on. His paintings will remind you of 
the taste of dreams and the scent of fernweh. They often 
resemble a house that is bigger on the inside than on the 
outside.
You can find his work at Threshold Arts, Rootz of 
Inspiration, Forager Brewery, and on Etsy at LevityArt. 

TIGER PRINT
A limited edition print with thin black frame.

@trevor_sim_art


